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ABSTRACT

This paper suggests that Mathematical Systems Theory is appro-
4

priate as a tool for the development of analytical models of organ-

izational situations. A simple decision making system, the exec-

utive committee of Bonini's simulation model of the firm, is de-

scribed using the Mathematical Systems Theory approach and its

implications for further research suggested.



Structural Problems in organization Theory

1. Introduction

Vast amounts of explanatory literature about organizations

exist with, unfortunately, little progress toward a generally

applicable analytical (quantitative) description amenable to

elaboration and manipulation through mathematical techniques of

analysis in evidence. Scott [1] anticipates that the answer to

this question may be obtainable through General Systems Theory.

He suggests that modern organization theory almost inevitably

leads into a discussion of general systems theory and states

(p. 2 4 ) that modern organization theory needs a fram';:orr:, and it

needs an integration of issues into a common conception of or-

ganization.

Scott, (as well as others who seek a gener-alized represen-

tation of organization, e.g., Haberstroh [2]) does not define

"General Systems Theory" to be identical to Mathematical Systems

Theory as developed at Case, but he might well have done so.

Mathematical Systems Theory, as a general theory of systeras,

should have much to offer organization theorists in their search

for a general organization system. Research in this area is cur-

rently in progress. The approach which has been adopted is tn use

Mathematical Systems Theory to describe a particular "organization"

"[3] in order to gain insights into the problems which will be en-

countered on the way to a more general organization system. This

paper is a report o.t this research.

The orcjaýniization chosen, Boni•i' s simulation of the firm [3)

has mn:ny att ': V -Lo-. 5-oh. tmak i t ap.-,roprizte for this type of
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study. It has been well received by a wide audience of scholars

in organization theory and related fields, it is a well defined

organization in the sense that the relationships among its con-

stituents are readily ascertained, and, although it is simpler

than an organization like General Motors, it retains sufficient

complexity so as to be representative of a variety of the comp-

lications found in its "real world" counterparts. Figure 1 sug-

gests the general organization of the simulation.

The subject of this paper is the executive committee of the

simulated firm. The executive committee is the master planning

and control system of the simulated firm [3]. It receives infor-

mation firom so-urces within the firm, performs evaluations, and

issues instructions to several subordinate units to make adjust-

ments necessary for a satisfactory level of periormance. The

concern is to achieve a useful goal-seeking description of this

activity.

Choosing a decision making system as the center of attention

is consistent with the theme of organization theory. The abstract

definitions and "satisficing" decision making systern presented are

consistent with the formalism of Mesarovic [4] and the "rational.

administrative man" posed by Simon [5], respectively.
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2. Basic Definitions

Although it necessitates the introduction of;soine slight notational

variations in the papers of this group, it is convenient to make this 4

paper self-contained and introduce the basic definitions which will be

used to model the total system under consideration. The observant

reader will note that although the symbolism is slightly different, the

concepts implied are identical to those discussed by Mesarovic [4].

Three alternate representations suitable for description of the ex-

ecutive committee will be discussed. In the first, the operation of

the unit is viewed as simply that of an input-output information proces-

sing system. In the second, the goal-seeking nature of its activity is

recognized. The third, and most representative, details the exact nature

of the executive committee decision process by discussion of a series of

mappings in the context of the actual committee simulation operation.

The first possible representation is a terminal system representation.

A terminal, system S* is simply defined as a relation established on the

cartesian product of two sets, one representing an input object for the

system and the other its output object, i.e. S*cXXY where X is the in-

put obj¢ect and Y is the output object. Upon introduction of a suitable

state object , Z*; an equivalent representation is S*: Z* X X .

The second possible representation is a "simple" goal-seeking config-

uration. Relative to this dcescript,.on, the terminal system representa-

tion S* is decomposed into two subsys'-ems, S and D as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2. The three definitions following will be taken as axioms for con-

struction of the goa]--seelzing system representation.

1It is aSS,. 1,ed that. thc! id~ea of "state" is well. enough known that

further ei abc.ration on it is unnecessary here.
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Definition _.- A decision problem is a four-tuple (S,U,M,6)

where S is a terminal system, U is a set of unoertainties, M is

a set of primitive alternatives, and d is a performance mapping. 4

The idea behind this definition is that a decision maker D

(e.g. an individual, group, or committee) recognizes some system

S which it wishes to influence in some manner. To direct the ac-

tivity of S it has at its disposal a set of adjustments or per-

turbation inputs represented by M which it can use to prescribe

the output of S, and a performance mapping $ which it uses to

establish the "utility" or "value" of any outputs observed as

generated by S. The problem of selecting the alternative from M

whih will produce the desired output from S is complicated by

the fact that the decision maker is not iJn possession of complete

knowledge as to the exact status of S and hence is uncertain as

to what result might occur if it chooses a particular element

from M. E ven so, it is able to assert that the state of S lies

within some set of states. U, its uncertainty estimate, repre-

sents the set of (subjective) "probabilities" it assigns those

states.

Definition 2. A goal is a four-tuple (ae$,P,V) where a is a

function which defines a set of strategies A,6 is a mapping which

defines a set of performance values I,p is a mapping which defines

a set of satisfactory or acceptable performance values P, and P is

a mapping relitjng observed performa.nce values with acceptable

performance values.

A goal (or goal!.) is general]'y a property of a decision maker.

Usuual]y, b* IL rot ." a docision prob)c:-.1 is reo.--lo.ved witlh sc:.,,•

definite purpo:;ce in r.mind, i.e. by reference to a conceivoed goal.
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With respect to this procedure, a represents the process by which

the dc:cision maker constructs programs or posiible plans of action

as sequences of primitive alternatives drawn from M to serve as

control inputs for S! e is the performance mapping defined above;

-nd $o relates the utility assigned to an output; of S to some stan-

dard level of performance required as defined by p.

Definition 3. A qoal.-seekin_.j system is the feedback con-

nection of a terminal system S and a terminal system D which

attempts to achieve an associated goal (•,9,P,,).

Referring to Figure 2, S represents a simple processing sys-.

tem or transformation unit, and D a decision making control unit

which directs the activities of S in an attempt to attain a total

system state which will satisfy its goal (a,TP,%&). That is, D

attempts to resolve a decision problem of which S is a part by

reference to a selected goal. Both or either of S and D may be

electronic devices, human beings or any conceivabl.e type of

casual system. Note that a goal-seeking system is only required

to conscientiously try to achieve its goaJ ; it is not required to

fulfill it.

Any "real" processing system requires a finite time to pro-

duce outputs from its inputs. It is important therefore to specify

how the basic subsys;tems S and D interact over time to achieve a

solution to the total syste-m decision problem. Figure 3, a slightly

revised versiont of Figure 2, is meant to be illustrative of the

system operating cycle to be discussed. To distinguish this ver-

sion of the goal-seeking systCeTn frorm the former, it wil.l be termed
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"the decision making system."

Since S and D represent "real" systems, it mdy be safely

assumed that the decision making system of Figure 3, as well as

S and D, have finite time lags; they are nonanticipatory sys-

tems. Taking into account these lags, the time-evolution of the

system operation that will be used to describe the executive com-

mittee unit and its procedure under consideration is given by the

following sequence:

(i) S receives an exogenous input X or an endogenous input

XE and generates an endogenous internal output yE or

an endogenous external output Y.

(ii) D receives and evaluates YE relative to the goal ,

if some YE is output by S.

(iii) After evaluating YE, D generates an endogenous internal

input XE which is either instructions to S to revise its

activity base to produce an altered endogenous internal

input Y' or a signal to S to issue the latest endogenous

output as an endogenous external output; Y.

(iv) S execute-; the instruc:tion:.; from D as sucj.--,oe:Led under (i)

above.

Simply put, the decision mr.king sy.stem receives an input X, switches

to ean nin.t.rna] dect.i5ion making mode until a satisfaci.ory result is

obit'.ncd, and. then produces: an output Y.

Thi third pos.ijblc representation is an extenrion of the sc:c-

ocrld. It has as it nroi to ductjaijl the( disi n nrccs h5 cl
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the decision making system uses over time to arrive at its solu-

tion to the decision problem. As it is purported to depict the

typical decision making mechanism which might be found in a gen-

eral class of organizations, it is not suprising that the final

result can be construed as a simple model of a human decision

maker's thought process. As mentioned earlier, other interpreta-

tions are also possible.

The extended description of the system is defined by the

sequential series of mappings given below. Figure 4 is the cor-

rosponding block diagram representation.

(1) S: ZS X X × X X y S receives an exogenous input X

or an endogenous input Z and

generates an endogenous internal

output YE or an endogenous ex-

ternal output Y.

(2) Y: y _Q 0 D assigns a "value" to the endo-

genous internal ouLput YE through 6.

(3) P: Y E U P D defines a set of acceptable

performances P based on the un-

certainty estiwate U and the

latest information YE.

(4) i,: Q x 1 .. I D evaluates the valuc of YF rel-

ative to the standaird P by ref--

erencc: to •' settingj i--O if it is

not s•t.i~fc.c , >3 ] it. it .

I :. [J C, 2]
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(5) u: I X U U As a result of the information

content of the evaluation, D

constructs a revised uncertainty

estimate. -

(6) a: M x U-* xE On the basis of the alternatives

available and the new uncertainty

estimate, D instructs S by XE.

(7) S Z S x X x x Y- x y S executes the instructions

from D and if YE has been found

to be unsatisfactory by D, a

new internal cycle begins.

Fundamentally the construction of Figure 3 is no rrmore co.lpli-

cated than that first goal-seeking configuration. It appears so

due to t! fact that more of the constituents of the dncision making

envi-or::..r.t hav,'e been placed in evidence. Besides corcludi no a more

de tailed description of the decision process, this rcepescntation

has the added ben.. it of illustrating the rather rtirn te relation-

ship which exists among the constituents of the decirJon problem,

the goal, and the goal -seeking system.
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3. The Executive Committee S ytelll

in the simulation, the executive committeo functions as an

information processor which converts quarterly incoming informa-

tion into an operational plan for the following quarter. At the

start of each planning cycle it is assumed to have an '-index of

pressure" of IP 0 and the profit realized by the firm for several

previous quarters at its disposal (See [31 for a discussion of the

concept of index of pressure). The information flow to and from

the committee in a typical operation cycle is given in Figure 5.

The simulation establishes the committee planning activity

as the following sequence of operations:

(1) Compute the profit forecast, Pf, for the next quarter

based upon currently available information according

to the equation

Profit Forecast (Total Sales Forecast) - Y (Estimated
Unit

Types

Production Costs pcr Unit) x (Num--

ber of Units Sold in Current Quarter)

- (Estimated Adminis trative Expenkses)

- (Estimated Salesman Comaisslors)

(2) Set a "profit goal" or "target profit", P9, as the average

of the scveral available quarterly profit figures.

(3) Cor.pare the profit forecast with the target profit gen--

_ fcrated uncdr (2) using P • p

a.
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(4) (a) If profit forecast is greater than or equal to tar-

get profit, publish the information in its current

status as the finalized company plan; subsequently

reassign IP0 as the committee index of pressure.

(b) If profit forecast is less than the target profit

generated under (2), increase the executive com-

mittee index of pressure by A, ma)ke the information

adjustment next in sequence as given below, and re-

turn to (1).

(i) Decrease by6
1 , the standard costs of the two manufacturi.ng

depirtments which had the gieatest black variance with

respect to costs experienced the previous quarter.

(ii) Increase by 62 the forecast sales for all those products

whose sales last quarter were below those of the pre-

vious quarter.

(iii) Decrease by 63 the prices of the two products which have

the highest expectcd percent gross margin.

(iv) Decrease by 64 the target profit.

(v) Decrease by 65 the standard costs of the remaining three

manufacturing depc:t:•.hts anrt decrease by 6. the admini-

straLive e:':pznso estimate.

(vi) InCereaSLe by 86 the forccase sales for the reriaining

pro,-! uc t s.

(vii) Dcrcac* by 57 the prjcýs of the two rcr, ianjing products.

(viii) [ci -: by 58 th.- ta,'ct profit.

*(i'~ <) T :;.: Ltt .;,:c :Y: (i) e t',:• r.*::<t •rrt-.' t~"' •r : O.- <
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The above now constitutes a verbal description that can be

used as a basis to develop a sy.stems model. Actually, a "system"

has been, at least implicitly, recognized already actually by de-

fining the procedure (1)-(4). This implicitly defined system;

henceforth termed the executi.ve coimmittee system, can now serve

as a basis for the developrn'nt of a formal, mathematical model of

a real "system" the executive comimittee simulation.

This model will be evolved by applying the formal framework

defined in the previous section of this paper to the given written

description.

a) Ter mIinal Ap pproach

For the terminal representation it is only necessary to rep-

resent the incoming information items as the inputs and the out-

going instructions and pl.an as the outputs. Referencing F'cgure 5,

x [xIx 2 , X3 , Xfx5,x 6 ,xXX 9

where

xl

X 2 Production Cost Estir±ates

X 3 Cost Vari Einces

X Current. Profit

X5 Sa]-, A 1: ni strati.' I ):< flns'C- Est •t-t4

X6  -- SaX' r . o-o~ca t

I

x8 I¢ ij. Pr i r-•

X9 Urit ;
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anid

wY (YIY 2 ,Y 3 1 Y4 ,Y5sY 6 ,y 7]

whore

Y1 Profit Forecast

Y2 = Company Index of Pressure

Y 3 = Manufacturing Administrative Expense Budget

Y4 - Revised Standard Costs

Y5 Sales Quotas

Y6 = Sales Administrative Expense Budget

Y7 = Revised Selling Pr3.ce

If S* represents the executive committee "box", obviously

S* C X X Y. To complete the terminal description it is necessary

to determine Z*, so defining the system mapping S*: Z* X X-'Y.

The difficulty with the terminal approach is that it is very dif-

ficul.t to achieve a simple constructive specification of the system

behavior which incorporates all of the characteristics of the plan-

ning cycle, i.e. to estabJish an algorithm based solely on a state

object Z" which will uniqauely determine the output when the input

is given. While there is no doubt that the system of concern is

nothing but an information processing unit, a complete understanding

and exp]arat~or of its behavior is enhanced through reference

to its a.scciated objective. Of course a terminal representation

of thc svst':-. ccould be obtaierd by listing all possible input-output

pc. ir~.• .it. K a:"c~~i-c! z" a very mo.d-f.ic.et rode of ret-re.enntation
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and would not reveal the internal mochanism which determines the

system operation. More importantly, tabular represcntation would

be difficult to use as a building blJock to construct larger and

more complex systems. These considerations suggest that a goal-

seeking description of the committee's activity should be under-

taken.

b. GoaI-Seekingpproeach

Referring to Figure 3, evidently to achieve a goal-seeking

description of the executive committee planning function it is

only necessary to define S, X, "E, XE, D, Y, C, 6, p, and * in

terms of the characteristics implied by the verbal description of

its activity cycle.

S will be defined to be processing unit which performs three

elerxntary tasks.

Task 1: S receives the incoming items XI,..,X9 as the com- 1
mittec input X at the start of each planning cycle,

calculates the average profit figure, ane sends the

first proposed plan (which includes the profit fore-

cast P f) plus the avcraage profit figure to D as yE.

Task 2: S receives instructions fran D as inputs XE and exe-

cutes these to produce revised proposals and sends

them to D as yE.

Taskz 3: S publishes the final quarterly plan as a document

Y which contains the information i.tem:, Y''''Y . upon 7

receipt of the proper X' and prepares for the next

planiý.v c:,cli by resctt ing t'he indce% of preroure

(IP) to IP 0 .
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Relative to these tasks, the state of S will be defined as

s (IP,W) %;here W is an ordered n-tuple of historical realized.

profit figures.

D will be defined to be a processing unit which receives Y"

as inputs and instructs S using instructions X to produce re-

vised proposals YE for the final quarterly plan until a plan Y

with Pf k Pg is achieved. The existence of such a plan is quar-

anteed by the internal consistency of the simulation.

The stri'cture of the goal (cX,g,P,j1) is implicit in this def-

inition. In fact, $ defines Pf as the value of the proposed plan

YE, p chooses Pg as the standard of comparison and , evaluates the

value Pf relative to the standard PS by inquiring whether Pf • Pg

or not. Based upon the result of the evaluation, a then deter-

mines the instruction to be sent to S. Figure 6 can now be said

to represent the executive committee system in the form implied by

Figure 3.

This sketchy outline is not sufficient to characterize the

decision process of D. Although it suggests the goal-orientated

activity of D it does not specify, among other things, the domain

and range of aj,P,*. These and other matters will be cleared up

by representing the committee's activity in the extended goal--

seeking form.

c. Extenrded Goal-Seeki nqApyroach

As before stated, the extended goal-seeking approach is based

upon the "sirmple" goal--scohing description. To conclude the exe-

cutimv. co-.'r ttee e:-tetd:i, goal-seekling description, the set of
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mappings (1)-(7) above must be defined in terms of the simulation

activity cycle characteristics. Since mapping (1) is idenf]tical to

mapping (7), for convenience mapping (2) will be explaiined first.

For this example, p maps YE into the real line R by assigning

Pf as the "value" of the plan proposed by S. Thus Q is the set of

all real numbers R and P: yE-* R.

At the beginning of a planring cycle the a priori knowledge

of the executive committee wil be assumed ,--uch thzt the general

form of X is known but that its exact character (i.e. the nu-mer-

ical magnitudes of the respective information items) is unknown.

Thus the committee can be considered to be in a condition of

anxiety or uncertainty with respect to the information sets to be

received- In particular it is uncertain as to how many adjust-

ments 'n the ordered sequence given under 4(b) above will be re-

quired to achieve a satisfactory plan. Since any couvlnt:he number

may be required, at the beginning of the cycle the co:c:aittee's

uncertainty set can be represented by UO (0,1,2,3, Ob-

viously as the co::a:i.ttoc crntinucs to n a'ke ldjustx ns '.s unccr-

fairity set wj Ii be reduced. After one adjustment U1 l,2,3 .... I

is the uncE.rt•inty set, afr two, U2  2,3, ... ).]; etc. This

point js toLIC;d uporl in ;rreater detail belo,,.

P defines; the sL,.n(2nr-d of per-formance on the bosis of the

latest dec-is jon i.nformatI'on av,•i]iab]e to D; the currt.n't y and

]ate.st uncer•aint'L_ so-,t. If time uncertzinr.t.y rct ,s 3,: P usecs the

avevagj, profo: fuc•'d;' obtaincd fronm the historical prof; t figurces

LC 'o i f f g.... ~~ • P :P : pf Pa l. n aadilti.on, i~f the: ir:i~ti.]

I
L
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elemeIont of the uncertainty set es;timate is 4,8,12 .... (see 4(b)

f fabove) P rdcfines the standard of performance to P P: P

f f qP- p (I -P P) etc. Theref•or ; ---.
4 4 8

F;
there has been defined a mapping p: Y x U-• P.

Companion to ; is the mapping p. ' relates the value as-

signed yP through / to the profit goal Pg determined by p. If

jig > P the value is "unsatisfactory" and ?p(Q,P) 0. If Pg g Pf

the value is "satisfactory" and ?P(Q,P) = 1. In summary, ?P:Q x P-I.

Given the evaluation activity of the commiittee, it is pos-

sible to assert that it possesses a capability for revising its

uncorta'.nty estimate. For instance, if the committee receives X,

f gforms P and Pg, and determines P < Pg (inrplying i = 0) then

certainly it knows it rrust make one or more adjustments before a

satJsfacctoiy result is obtaincd. Thus on the basis of this single

1comparison the committee can revise U0 to U (-,2,3,...). As

more and more adjustments are made, more uncertainty elea:ents of

t}, snucTnce c.;n be cast aside until a point is reached ",.c-_

fp ; pq (i -- 1) and the uncertaiJnty with respect to the input has

been rsolvdc,. This uncert;-,inty resolution procedure is clearly

rcrre-,ntalL as a mappin u: U X I -• U -. hecre U reprc-soents an

arbitrzt:y uncerA:tainty eit :ste in tlhe co.m-5 .lttce's srecucnce of

'h, scLt r is dceffn- o ref2rc ncc te 4(b) ab(,.'0 also.

.0) , (v)), (v . ) •)v . t

"('- r, i F" UL- zi * t 7 Z C r,.l 1 an.
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The strategy mapping a is relprescntativc of the solution of

the decision problem (SU,M,S) if U' iF inteŽ?p:,eted as the coii.iit-

tee's revised uncertainty es: ". I> at each point CL is invo;ecl.

Referencing step 4 of the committee decisi,-i pr:ocecdure and the set

M, a is a mapping which chooses the "next" instruction in the

cyclical, ordered sequence of instructions (i)*(ii)*(iii)*(C)*(v)"

(vi)*(vii) * (0)*i*(ii) *.. whenever the uncertainty with respect

to the input remains unresolved, or, it chooses the instruction

(*) if uncertainty with respect to the input no longer existzs.

Evidently then, a : U X M- X.

Given Z = (TP,W) and the instructions which D issue; -o S,

the nature of the mapping representation for S can now be given.

0 so 0If IP = 1P , that is, if Z = (IP ,,W) then the only input pos-

sible for S under the simulation progciam is the inco"ine infor-

mation X. Upon receipt of X by S, S averages the histocicil fig-

ures, calculates the profit forecast and outputs th- fi-st YE

i.e. S ,(Z X) Y . After D receives the initial y', t!. nut

to S will allays be instructions to S dra;.-n fro-a tV-- z--t _ aNdr

.sud D e. 1- No, ualesNs .D s.nds the: nstrue_ c. "pub)jsh

the proposed pl?.n as the final plar.," the ac.Avity of S is defined

by S ZX Y -Y where i Z Z due to the increacse in iP sp.cS fied

by D. It 1) Cdoes scnj the 0 nstruction (*), thcn S , S ( F ))::y

and the vsL., l h-as, been obtaincd. On the Its;.r o;f this c1e-

SCriptio, r' () .wh-ich is i ~cr~t2cal to m..,S (2) ca, *eo

!i• represente$ by.

S Fx FS: Z X x --'Y x y



The ritappiricj soquuncce(1- (7 qvc. ~1i~flwrr~n~

thel OxNez~sive goci-sceJ~ing dcscriptiori of thc! executiv ojut

te(!s Pilanning~ octivit:y. Ficjuiro 6 interp-rctedc by r efrence to

Fiojure 3 i-t the correc;po:diricj clariiai roprosontat~ion.
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Ex tens 1 on

The decision making system presented hý::: beer; deveuol.:,d .ith

the particular purpose of applying it to the ,structurk•] or0.--n-

izntion" of the simulated firm [3]. At thii5s point, it is cef:;ain

that each of the "boxes" in Figure 1 which repre,;Cnt a si-Xa!"tCd

decision maker (e.g. the executive committee, district sales man--

agers, or foremen) can be representeed in this form. That the szime

description will suffice to describe the various internal decision

loops of the simulated firm (e.g. the industrial enginecring,

plant supervisor, manufacturing vice-president loop) and their re-

lationship to the rest of the system is probable but less certain.

It is anticipated that the definition of goal selected will

be helpful in resolving the uncertainty. Given the goal (-,•,p,)

an equivalent representation is the triplet of associated sets

(A, •,P) plus 1,. Through use of the natural ordering- relitonshiu

I established on sets by the "inclision" operation, a conce-ot of
levels ariong goals, and therefore among the respective d-eson

makers with respect to a givon goal or goals se Thi,-.s; n 1- rs,

plus an investiga tion of the effects of the infor1 -n itcr whichIf,,pl .• O ]2v"'•us d ~cnc sion :,o'zi..in systits, sh -• ; -:.{,.

better understandingr of hoa, inforvi-atiorn can influence decisie:,s, of
the natu-rc of authoriJty, and of thU interactions a:co"6 deciS"

maers in the ccntext of the neoJe1.

G Jw-n such r.on1s "hs , they can he general zi.d t! i ncu Li

broad c]-! s of or~jE,:izattjoCs and, as Mhthitca. Syst.:.,Tlc.o-y

dev)cs ]~c'-,E; w convet, 2,, U-i Cathrý hc.e .zldC ed a.)o to Uchjeve a.c- -.



a chiraito riznEtiofl as do-sirecA Thu~s althuj acefC%]cnct

of c)-r-anj. zat~ion is- rot rivaiwlibc2 Eat ;'rrCc) ,no is -it ).J. ly toI

result zi:- an immediatce consOCcLl210CC of this; S-tUdv pm¾ap s th-

ematii~cal Systemls Theory Co)vo2 ys s-o also w.ill evolve an e~nnlyLi.-

cally orientated fraiiwowork with the potentia). for fliinjorgal--

ization theory' s most gjeneral1 requirements.
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